
Robert Smith
Distribution Analyst

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Seeking a Distribution Analyst, responsible for Analyzing and distributing across three different 
departments including being the lone analyst in the Handbags team. Experience in Updating 
Promotional tracking documents and coordinate Promotional meetings amongst the Handbag 
team.

SKILLS

Inventory Management, Merchandising, Planning.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Distribution Analyst
ABC Corporation  July 2012 – July 2013 
 Utilized SAP &amp; CAARS (Oracle) software to coordinate dealer stock &amp; port stock data

involving the distribution of all newly manufactured Hyundai vehicles for the Southern U.S.
 Utilized custom Oracle-based CAARS software to develop &amp; run unique data queries per 

management request &amp; specifications.
 Collaborated with Glovis port personnel to expedite units, establish carrier pick-up times, 

track ground &amp; rail shipments, &amp; ETA for at-sea vessel shipments arriving from 
Korea.

 Used SAP for port personnel to assign PIOs (Port Installed Options (Ex; carpeted floor mats, 
Bluetooth rearview mirrors, cargo mats, spoilers, cargo nets, iPod cables, remote key start; 
etc).

 Developed business relationships with Dealerships, District Sales Managers, &amp; Port 
Personnel; allocated cars to dealerships; maintained &amp; process manager demo &amp; 
fleet units.

 Ensured proper retention of electronic documents &amp; business confidential information.
 Assisted Regional Distribution Manager with managing port inventory, month-end close, 

&amp; creating reports to help make decisions that improved sales efficiency &amp; minimize
aged inventory via Microsoft Excel spreadsheets &amp; Pivot Tables, Oracle Pivot Tables, 
Charts, &amp; Graphs.

Distribution Analyst
Delta Corporation  2011 – 2012 
 Developed and executed distribution strategies in Gap Kids stores in Japan for future and 

current business plans.
 Made and validated purchase recommendations in cross-functional meetings.
 Optimized packing to decrease packing and shipping costs by 20%.
 Coordinate shipments from five warehouse locations to the national customer base.
 Managed magazine distribution for over 4,000 supermarket retailers across the US, analyzing 

and adjusting over 60 distribution issues every week.
 Uploaded over 400,000 lines of publisher distribution changes into our POS database, 

Computac, weekly.
 Assisted third-party product operations for our expanding non-periodical products by 

extracting, reviewing, and uploading over 2,000 lines of sales.

EDUCATION
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